
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 

Teacher:  Course:  Period(s):     Week of:  

 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Unit Learning 

Goals 

Describe how a text presents information (e.g., sequentially, comparatively, and causally). Cite specific textual evidence to 

support analysis of primary and secondary sources. Students will be able to write compare and contrast analysis upon viewing a movie of a 

book that we just finished reading. Students will refer during their comparison to key literary terms and devices such as plot, setting and 

characterization.  

Daily Learning 

Goal 

Describe how a text presents 

information (e.g., 

sequentially, comparatively, 

and causally 

Cite specific textual 

evidence to support analysis 

of primary and secondary 

sources. 

Be able to write compare and 

contrast analysis of a movie and 

book we just finished reading. 

Students will examine key literary 

terms and devices such as plot, 

setting and characterization. 

Be able to write compare and 

contrast analysis of a movie and 

book we just finished reading. 

Students will examine key literary 

terms and devices such as plot, 

setting and characterization. 

Be able to write compare and 

contrast analysis of a movie and 

book we just finished reading. 

Students will examine key literary 

terms and devices such as plot, 

setting and characterization. 

Activities: 

Watch a short video-CBS 

news Interview 7 minutes 

Read the Article, Is your 

Facebook friend a Russian 

Hacker? 

 

Start using graphic organizer 

while reading the article for 

text analysis 

Watch another short Video 

Explaining what bots and 

trolls are. 

Complete the New Cold War 

graphic organizer.  

 

 

 

Watch Part 1 of the City of 

Ember movie. 

 

Use a graphic organizer 

provided that focuses on 

comparing key elements of 

the movie and the book. 

 

 

 

Watch Part 2 of the City of 

Ember movie. 

 

Use a graphic organizer 

provided that focuses on 

comparing key elements of 

the movie and the book. 

 

Watch Part 3 of the City of 

Ember movie. 

 

Use a graphic organizer 

provided that focuses on 

comparing key elements of 

the movie and the book. 

Classwork / 

Homework 

Start using graphic organizer 

while reading the article for 

text analysis 

Take a quiz for the article 

, Is Your Facebook Friend a 

Russian Hacker?  

 

Use a graphic organizer 

provided that focuses on 

comparing key elements of 

the movie and the book.  

Use a graphic organizer 

provided that focuses on 

comparing key elements of 

the movie and the book. 

Students will use their 

organizers to write a final 

movie review that includes a 

compare an analysis element 

to the book.  

Standards or 

Frameworks: 

R-H, 6-8.5 

R-8, 6-8.1 

Civ.14 

His.1 & His.2 

 
 

R-H, 6-8.5 

R-8, 6-8.1 

Civ.14 

His.1 & His.2 
 

LAFS.910.RL.1.3 

LAFS.910.RL.1.2 

LAFS.910.RL.3.7 
 

LAFS.910.RL.1.3 

LAFS.910.RL.1.2 

LAFS.910.RL.3.7 
 

LAFS.910.RL.1.3 

LAFS.910.RL.1.2 

LAFS.910.RL.3.7 
 

 


